About the Tutorial

SAP EWM is part of SAP Supply Chain Management like Warehouse Management System, but it provides more robust and advanced features to manage key activities in a warehouse.

SAP EWM is used to efficiently manage inventory in a Warehouse and for supporting processing of goods movement. It allows any company to control their Warehouse’s inbound and outbound processes and movement of goods in the Warehouse.

This is a fundamental tutorial that covers the basics of SAP EWM and how to deal with its various components and sub-components.

Audience

In SAP EWM all goods movement are controlled by the warehouse management system that provides you the tools to monitor warehouse activities. This tutorial has been prepared for all those professionals who wish to learn the fundamentals of SAP EWM and to execute it in practice.

Prerequisites

It is a straightforward and simple tutorial which the readers can easily understand. The conceptions are explained here with a basic knowledge of how a company or an organization deals with its Warehouse Management System. However, it will help if you have some prior exposure to vendor management inventory, resource optimization, value added services and other related activities.
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SAP Extended Warehouse Management (EWM) is used to efficiently manage inventory in the Warehouse and for supporting processing of goods movement. It allows the company to control their Warehouse inbound and outbound processes and movement of goods in the Warehouse.

The main process in a Warehouse is incoming and outgoing materials, goods receipt and goods issue, fulfill customer orders, and distribution of goods. When a company doesn’t store any goods, then there is no need of Warehouse management to manage goods.

Inbound process involves storage of goods in warehouse and their location and Outbound process involves picking up the goods. Whenever a material is stored in a warehouse, it is stored in the storage bin and you can find its current location.

With the help of SAP EWM all the goods movement are controlled by a warehouse management system and provides you the tools to monitor warehouse activities. You can also manage additional functions in the Warehouse like creating a serial number, batch number, vendor management inventory, resource optimization and value added services. SAP Extended Warehouse Management allows you to not only monitor the quantity of goods in Warehouse but to manage other critical functions and delivery of goods efficiently.

SAP Warehouse Management is opposite to Inventory management. Inventory management tells the count of goods in the storage location and its physical location is unknown. Warehouse management deals with goods movement and monitoring the physical location of the goods recorded with specific documents.

**SAP EWM is different from SAP Warehouse Management**

SAP EWM is a part of SAP Supply Chain Management like Warehouse management system but provides more robust and advanced features to manage key activities in the Warehouse.

SAP Extended Warehouse Management is similar to Warehouse management but it provides more features like picking, put away, RF framework, Warehouse structure and more flexible options to manage the warehouse functions.

You can create new elements like an activity area, resources, labor management and work centers in SAP EWM which were not available in WM.

SAP EWM provides more a robust solution to manage warehouse functions in an organization. It is also a part of SAP Supply Chain Management and also supports all the processes within logistics and supply chain.
SAP EWM -- Key Features

The following are the key features in SAP EWM:

- Using SAP EWM, you can control the warehouse activities like picking, posting and managing storage bin and good receipts.

- You can set alert for changed data before goods receipt from EWM to the ERP system, reversal or correction of the goods receipt from EWM to the ERP system and an inbound delivery split from EWM to the ERP system.

- You can perform deconsolidation of handling units which contain different products before putting them away in different storage sections.

- You can determine storage concepts using slotting for products and optimize arrangement of goods warehouse automatically.

- It allows you to perform executable tasks like work packages, consisting of warehouse tasks warehouse employees should perform as part of warehouse management activities.

- It allows you to manage and track vehicles as well as other transportation units from the yard check-in to yard check-out, including movements and other tasks within the yard.

- SAP EWM also includes storage and handling of hazardous substances and their transportation in accordance with the regulations from SAP Environmental Health & Safety EHS.

- In SAP EWM, you can also plan labor times and resources more effectively and hence you can make your Warehouse efficient by managing key resource management tasks effectively.

- In SAP EWM, you can use Warehouse cockpit that allows you to display warehouse key figures graphically and to evaluate or monitor activities using defined chart types.

- You can use cross-docking that allows you to perform transportation of handling units across different distribution centers or warehouses till they reach final location in the Warehouse.

Deployed Options in SAP EWM

SAP EWM can be considered as deployed in an ERP server or you can also consider it as an application in the Supply Chain Management landscape.

SAP Extended Warehouse Management is integrated with ERP to access transaction and master data and use of features like slotting, availability check also requires its integration with CRM.
It is considered as a separate application and shares the same server with the SCM applications. You can also run SAP EWM in its own SCM environment which is suitable to get improved performance.

**EWM Deployment Options**

The following image shows the deployment options for SAP EWM –

- Figure 1 shows SAP EWM on SCM Server.
- Figure 2 shows SAP EWM as Standalone

---

**Communication Method**

SAP ERP and EWM are closely integrated with each other for transfer of transaction and master data. There are two different ways of communication.

**Core Interface (CIF):** Core interface is one of the common method for communication between SAP SCM system and SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization APO. Master data maintained in ERP system like customer, material and vendor which are available in ERP system are transferred to EWM system use Core Interface CIF communication.
For transaction data (inbound/outbound delivery docs), a separate integration model is used for communication. This model uses iDocs or queued remote function call RFC.

**How to check various menu structure of EWM system?**

Login to the SCM system and navigate to the Extended Warehouse management node in the SAP menu. You can use various transactions to manage basic functions in Warehouse management:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warehouse Monitor</th>
<th>/SCWM/MON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain Inbound Delivery</td>
<td>/SCWM/PRDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain Outbound Delivery</td>
<td>/SCWM/PRDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF Environment</td>
<td>/SCWM/RFUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating Storage Bin</td>
<td>/SCWM/LS01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm Warehouse Task</td>
<td>/SCWM/TO_CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse product Maintenance</td>
<td>/SCWM/MAT1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In SAP ERP, a warehouse number is used to represent the physical warehouse where all the material is stored. A Warehouse number is a 3 or 4 character field in Warehouse management or EWM respectively. Warehouse numbers are created in the ERP system and to activate it, you use a combination of plant and storage location assigned to this plant with the respective warehouse number.

Types of Organization Units

There are different organization units in a Warehouse system at different levels:

- **Warehouse Number:** Each warehouse consists of a warehouse number which is at the highest level in a warehouse management system. Each warehouse number consists of a sub structure that maps the warehouse relationship.

- **Storage Type:** There are different types of storage where products are physically stored in a warehouse such as open storage, goods issue and goods receipt, racks.

- **Storage Section:** This is a part of storage type and represents a group of bins with same characteristics. Commonly used storage sections are fast moving or slow moving items, etc.

- **Storage Bin:** The Storage bins represent the physical location of storage space where the products are stored in Warehouse. They are at the lowest level of the organization structure and when you store an item in a Warehouse you need to mention its exact location.
• **Activity Areas:** Storage bins are further categorized in this activity area. It includes activities like picking, put away or a physical inventory. As per the activity, you can assign the same storage bin to multiple activity areas.

• **Quant:** The quantity of goods in the storage bin is represented by Quant. The quant is used for managing inventory in storage bin.

---

**How to Create Storage Bins and Block them for Put Away?**

To create a Storage bin, you can use **T-Code: /SCWM/LS01** or

Navigate to the **Extended Warehouse Management -> Master data -> Storage Bin -> Create Storage Bin.**
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Enter your Warehouse number and Storage bin as per the requirement -> Press Enter as shown in the following screenshot.
Enter the Storage type and Storage section as per the requirement and then click on the Save icon as shown in the following screenshot.

![Screenshot of Create Storage Bin](image)

**How to Change the Storage Bin?**

To change the storage bin, click on **Storage bin -> Change**

![Menu options for Storage Bin](image)

Now to lock this Storage bin for put away, go to the Status box and select **Putaway block at the bottom** -> **Save your entry**.
You can also remove the put-away block by going to Warehouse monitor again.
3. SAP EWM – Master Data

In the ERP system, you have master data which includes the details of the customer, vendor, plant and shipping point which are also used by the SCM. At the time of data transfer using CIM, this data is copied to the corresponding to SCM master data. For example, the location.

The master data that is transferred from the ERP system to the SCM system consists of fields like material description, unit of measures, weight volume details, etc. The product and location master data is used in all the applications of the SCM.

An integration model is created to perform data transfer, you can define master data type and selection criteria to find the material master data. Once this model is created you need to save and execute the model. To perform data transfer to the SCM system, you have to activate the model.
Create and Update the WPM in ERP and SCM

In this section we will discuss how to create and update the Warehouse Product Master in the ERP and the SCM.

Let us maintain a pilferable flag in the ERP system and confirm that it was transferred to the product master in SCM.

Navigate to **Easy Access -> Logistics -> Materials Management -> Material Master -> Change -> Immediately.**
Enter the Product number and press Enter as shown in the following screenshot.
Click on **WM Execution** -> **Continue**

The next step is to select the pilferable flag filed -> **Enter** -> **Yes in popup window**

You will get a confirmation that the material has been changed.

To confirm that this flag is transferred to the product master in the SCM, navigate to **Extended Warehouse Management** -> **Master Data** -> **Product** -> **Maintain Product**.
Enter the Product as shown in the previous screenshot and then check view Global data. Click on Display.
Go to the **Storage tab** -> check if the field pilferable is flagged.

**Create WPM for Material Master Record Transfer via CIF?**

Here we will discuss on how to create a Warehouse Product Master (WPM) for a Material Record Transfer via the CIF.

Navigate to **Extended Warehouse Management** -> **Master Data** -> **Product** -> **Maintain warehouse product**
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